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Abstract :  LOBST is used for the repetitive and non-repetitive type of construction or manufacturing project. This method is 

most satisfactory method for the planning of repetitive task but for the immense popularity of the network method this method is 

not that develop for the planning of the project by the computer software, That’s why in this research paper the researcher used 

the LOBST method for the scheduling of residential housing project. The constructor is only used the bar chart for the planning of 

the project. Researcher applied the LOBST method on to that project and after that compare with actual scheduling that are 

carried by bar chart method. For the implementation of LOBST method researcher tack a case study of Mesri housing project 

from Bhuravav Godhra, Gujarat. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Repetitive kind of project such as tunnels, sewer mains, Road & Highway construction, Multistory building, Residential 

Housing Project, Pipeline, Canal, etc. involve set of activities that repeat within task units. The Line of Balance scheduling 

techniques is mainly acceptable method for this type of project. 

 Cyclic type of project contain big no. of the activities are cyclic in the environment, for the reason that of this nature the 

duplication of the unnecessary task is execute and the total project duration and cost of the project is increases.  

 The L-O-B method is first created by the “Goodyear Company” in the early 1940’s, before adopting and developed by 

the U.S. Navy. This is first of all adopted for the manufacturing process only but after some years this is also used in some area 

of construction work also like pipeline project and pavement work. (1) 

 This method is well known in market but the popularity of CPM & PERT method that’s why this method is not is used in 

the residential project, but this method is better than CPM methods in repetitive type of project because in the repetitive type of 

project the large part of project activity is repeated so the    LOB method is schedule the project in small area and easy way to 

understand. (1) 

 In this project the researcher scheduled the repetitive type of housing project with the help of Asta power project 

software and compare with the actual scheduling that are executing on to the site and after that researcher prepare 3D modal of 

the project. In this 3D modal all the work package are created by using of layers or group, after that the researcher is prepare of 

4D modal by simulation of 3D modal and LOB chart. 

II.  REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK DONE 

This paper formalizes the line-of-balance method and develops its algorithms. For that first of  all in this paper they take 

preliminary survey of literatures from than identify that the LOB method is not been formalized enough to be presented by a 

body of well-tested algorithms and also find that LOB method is not used in computer because of the not developed the 

algorithms for it. For this problem in this paper they find out equation of all the terms that are required for the uses of LOB in 

the complex problem for the management and scheduling of it. By the analysis of this method they identify that there is no 

need for any type of diagram to be drawn for the scheduling of project. The graphical representation of the required schedules 

is used for illustration purposes in the process of project control. They also shows that by example that actual schedule are not 

the same as planed except by chance. The actual schedule is not same as planed because in the planning some resources in 

fraction format but in real life you have to used in integer number so that the resources more or less that the planed which 

increase or decrease the rate of output. They also shows that slopes of the lines are intersect and the intersection is after the 

production of the production of the last unit there is no effect on the schedule. But if the intersection is earlier than the last 

group and beyond the buffer time, there is a conflict and for that start of the next activity will be delayed. (2) 

In this research paper they are comparing CPM and LOB method for the planning of the construction project, For that 

they take 6 case study from them 2 case study used CPM method other 2 used LOB method and last 2 used both the method for 

management. By study of this 6 case study they conclude that LOB method is more capable to used in repetitive type of work, 

CPM method is used in non-repetitive type of work and the combination of this two method not give any satisfactory result not 

even repetitive or non-repetitive type of work. (3)  

This paper addresses the deficiencies of conventional scheduling tools, CPM and LOB, in scheduling pipeline projects. 

The former cannot show the production rates of crews and distances between them whereas the latter is not computerized and 

cannot treat partial production lines. They addresses main two disadvantages of L-O-B method that are; First, LOB has not yet 

been adapted to numerical computation as readily as network methods and therefore can accommodate only limited degree of 

complexity. Second, the assumption of having only nice, neat, and parallel production lines in LOB impedes its general 

application in construction. Because of these disadvantages of these methods they find out new methods for the same problem 

that’s called as Repetitive Scheduling Method (RSM). (5) 
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